Ankle joint mechanics and foot proportions differ between human sprinters and non-sprinters
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Recent studies of sprinters and distance runners have suggested that variations in human foot proportions and plantarflexor muscle moment arm correspond to the level of sprint performance or running economy. Less clear, however, is whether differences in muscle moment arm are mediated by altered tendon paths or by variation in the centre of ankle joint rotation. Previous measurements of these differences have relied upon assumed joint centres and measurements of bone geometry made externally, such that they would be affected by the thickness of the overlying soft tissue. Using magnetic resonance imaging, we found that trained sprinters have shorter plantarflexor moment arms (p = 0.011) and longer forefoot bones (p = 0.019) than non-sprinters. The shorter moment arms of sprinters are attributable to differences in the location of the centre of rotation (p < 0.001) rather than to differences in the path of the Achilles tendon. A simple computer model suggests that increasing the ratio of forefoot to rearfoot length permits more plantarflexor muscle work during plantarflexion that occurs at rates expected during the acceleration phase following the sprint start.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Human foot and ankle structure are known to vary substantially but the implications of this variation on locomotor function are unclear. The plantarflexor moment arms (pfMA) measured in 21 adult males by Maganaris et al. [1] were found to range between 4.7 and 6.1 cm. The lengths of the metatarsals and phalanges in adult males have been found to exhibit similar variation, with between-subject standard deviations that range from 8 to 17 per cent of their mean values [2]. While the influence of such structural variation in the human foot and ankle upon function has not received much attention, variation across species is known to correspond to differences in functional demands. Cursorial animals such as the cheetah and greyhound have long forefeet and short heels, a combination that permits rapid joint rotations [3]. By contrast, digging animals like the mole have limb structures that permit the large output forces that are needed for digging [4]. Within-species variations in joint and skeletal structure may have little connection to function if they are compensated for by muscular and nervous system adaptations, and animal studies have been performed to investigate how muscles adapt to acutely applied variations in muscle moment arm. Koh & Herzog [5] found that the muscles of rabbits adapt to retinacular release in such a way that muscle fibre excursion is maintained, but the results of

Burkholder & Lieber [6] suggested that mouse muscles adapt to maintain optimal sarcomere length at a given joint angle. Human muscle has been shown to adapt rapidly to changes in training, loading and exposure to bed rest [7–9], but the relationship between muscle function and constraints owing to joint structure are generally not well understood.

Two recent studies have focused on the influence of foot and ankle structure upon human locomotor function in the form of sprinting ability, but with inconsistent results. Lee & Piazza [10] found sprinters to have shorter pfMA and longer toes than height-matched non-sprinters. Karamanidis et al. [11], however, found no significant differences in pfMA, toe lengths or midfoot lengths between a group of elite sprinters and a group of slower sprinters. The means used to quantify foot and ankle geometry in these studies were somewhat indirect. In both studies, pfMA were computed from ultrasound images of tendon excursion and measurements of joint angle rather than from the position of the Achilles tendon relative to the centre of ankle rotation. Measures of toe and midfoot lengths were made from externally identified bony landmarks with measuring tapes and without the benefit of medical imaging techniques.

pfMA has the capacity to influence locomotor performance in complex ways. A long moment arm will result in more plantarflexor moment for a given muscle force, but moment arm also determines the speed at which the plantarflexors shorten during plantarflexion [10,12]. Muscles with longer lever arms will thus shorten more rapidly during the same joint rotation and thus produce less force owing to the force–velocity property of muscle.
Carrier et al. [13] examined the ratio of the lever arm of the ground reaction force to the length of the heel, which they took to represent pfMA, in human runners. They found this ‘gear ratio’ to increase in late stance, allowing the plantarflexor muscle fibres to shorten more slowly and maintain force production. It is not currently known, however, whether variation in foot proportions contributes to the ability to generate propulsive muscle forces, perhaps by influencing the gear ratio.

The purpose of the present study was to determine if there are differences in the skeletal structure of the foot and ankle between two groups of humans with different functional abilities and histories: trained sprinters and non-sprinters. In this study, we used magnetic resonance (MR) imaging to quantify bone lengths directly and to make geometric determination of pfMA. The use of MR imaging permitted identification of the centre of ankle rotation which was not possible in previous studies in which ultrasound was used to track tendon excursion, and also facilitated the measurement of bony geometry that was unimpeded by soft tissue. We hypothesized that sprinters would have longer forefoot bones and shorter pfMA, which would reduce plantarflexor shortening velocity and increase plantarflexor force during acceleration at the start of a sprint race. It is hoped that characterization of within-species differences in pfMA and toe length that correspond to human sprinting ability will lead to an improved understanding of how joint mechanics and bone geometry affect human and animal locomotor function in general.

2. METHODS
We studied two groups with eight male subjects in each (table 1). The first group was composed of sprinters who were involved in regular sprint training and competition. The second group consisted of height-matched individuals who were never trained or had competed in sprinting. Inclusion criteria for the sprinter subjects was current engagement in competitive sprinting and had competed in sprinting. Inclusion criteria for the sprinter group was current engagement in competitive sprinting and competition. The second group consisted of non-sprinters. In this study, we used magnetic resonance imaging to acquire images of the right foot and ankle of each subject prior to data collection or any obvious movement abnormalities. Recent history of lower extremity injuries, joint pain six months prior to data collection were excluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sprinters (n = 8)</th>
<th>non-sprinters (n = 8)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stature (cm)</td>
<td>177.4 ± 7.2</td>
<td>177.1 ± 7.0</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body mass (kg)</td>
<td>76.3 ± 7.9</td>
<td>82.0 ± 8.9</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age (years)</td>
<td>21.3 ± 2.5</td>
<td>24.0 ± 2.6</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foot length (cm)</td>
<td>27.5 ± 1.2</td>
<td>27.5 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Magnetic resonance image of a sagittal cross-section of the foot and ankle in neutral position showing measurements of bone lengths and pfMA. Symbols are defined in table 2.

(a) Imaging
MR images of the right foot and ankle of each subject were acquired on a 3.0 T Siemens Trio scanner (Siemens; Erlangen, Germany). Subjects were positioned supine on the scanner bed with both knees flexed to 30° and resting on a foam pad. The right ankle was placed on an MR-compatible ankle-positioning device that was constructed from plastic and fastened to the scanner gantry prior to imaging. This device supported the foot while permitting the sagittal plane ankle position to be set. Images were acquired with the ankle positioned at 15° dorsiflexion, neutral ankle position, and 15° plantarflexion using a Siemens 4-Channel Flex coil placed around the anterior aspect of the ankle and secured using sandbags and elements 1 to 3 of the Siemens Spine Matrix. Scans were made in each ankle position while subjects remained relaxed. Following these scans, subjects were asked to maximally co-contract their ankle musculature while not moving the foot within the positioning device. The Achilles tendon and a point midway between the second and third metatarsal heads were palpated and identified using adhesive MR-sensitive external skin markers (Beeckley Corp., Bristol, CT, USA). The high signal intensity registered by these markers provided landmarks for slice positioning and were used to ensure that lateral motion did not occur during scanning. Imaging was performed at the magnet isocentre and verbal communication between the subject and research team was facilitated through the Siemens MR console. T2-weighted two-dimensional True FISP images were acquired with sagittal orientation aligned with the Achilles tendon and a point midway between the second and third metatarsal heads while the subject rested (field of view = 300 mm, 1.2 × 1.2 × 4 mm resolution, echo time = 2.2 ms, repetition time = 4.4 ms, flip angle = 50°).

(b) Image processing
Images were post-processed with custom-written MatLab programs (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Centres of rotation between the tibia and talus were determined from pseudo-sagittal plane (bisecting the length of the Achilles tendon and the second metatarsal bone) images made in dorsiflexion and plantarflexion using a geometric method similar to that of Reuleaux [14] that has previously been described by Maganaris et al. [15]. The Achilles tendon line of action was defined as a line drawn down the midline of the tendon on the image taken at neutral ankle position. The pMA was measured by finding the shortest distance from the tibiotarsal centre of rotation (CoR) to the Achilles tendon line of action on the neutral-position scan (figure 1). Centres of tibiotarsal rotation were located relative to a tibia-fixed coordinate system whose y-axis was oriented along the long axis of the tibia (with superior being positive). The origin of this coordinate system was the intersection of the y-axis and the tibial cortex and the x-axis was directed posterior and perpendicular to the y-axis.
to the y-axis (figure 2). The pfMA of a randomly selected sprinter subject was found 10 times from the same set of images and the coefficient of variation was found to be 3.5 per cent. The standard deviations of the anteroposterior and superior–inferior CoR positions were 1.45 and 2.39 mm, respectively. The lengths of the first metatarsal and the proximal and distal phalanges were measured from two-dimensional images and the coefficient of variation was found to be 3.5 per cent.

(c) Statistical testing
To test our hypotheses that the forefoot bones of sprinters are longer than those of non-sprinters and that the Achilles tendons of sprinters have smaller pfMA, unpaired, one-tailed t-tests were performed. Differences in stature, body mass, age, foot length, and x- and y-coordinates of the CoR were tested for using unpaired two-tailed t-tests. A paired, two-tailed t-test was performed to compare the pfMA found at resting and contracted states. The level of significance was set at $\alpha = 0.05$ for all tests.

(d) Computer simulation
We developed a simple computer model to investigate the influence of variation in foot proportions on plantarflexor work during an isolated maximal plantarflexion contraction (figure 3). A foot segment with very low mass was confined to planar rotation with a revolute that represented the ankle joint. To simulate variation in foot proportions across simulations, the revolute joint position relative to the common plantarflexor tendon insertion at the extreme posterior of the foot was changed in 5 mm increments from 45 to 70 mm (the range for pfMA measured for our subjects) while the length of the foot was kept constant at 280 mm. The distal end of the foot was connected to a wall by a revolute joint that was permitted to slide without friction along the wall while the revolute constraint force was monitored. Three Hill-type muscle-tendon actuators [16] representing the soleus and the lateral and medial heads of the gastrocnemius were included in the model and force-generating properties for each muscle (optimal fibre length, tendon slack length, maximum isometric force; electronic supplementary material, table S1) were specified according to measurements made in cadaver specimens by Arnold et al. [17]. These actuators incorporated active and passive muscle force–length behaviour, muscle force–velocity relations and tendon force–length curves as specified by Delp et al. [18]. A full description of the details of the model is presented in the electronic supplementary material.

During each simulation the plantarflexor actuators were excited maximally as the foot pushed against the wall, which receded at a constant velocity. This velocity was varied across simulations between 0.4 and 4 m s$^{-1}$, producing a range of ankle joint velocities approximately representative of the velocities occurring during the push-off of walking [19], the start of sprinting [20] and maximal speed sprinting [21]. The combined work done by the three muscles between neutral ankle position and the position at which contact between the toe and the wall was broken (or 50° plantarflexion if this occurred first) was found by trapezoidal integration of the wall reaction force with respect to wall displacement.
3. RESULTS

(a) Structural differences between groups
Sprinters were found to have shorter pfMA and longer forefoot bones than non-sprinters (table 2). Sprinters had pfMA measured with muscles at rest that were 7 mm (12%) shorter than those of non-sprinters ($p = 0.011$). The combined length of the first phalanges was 3.5 mm (6.2%) greater in sprinters ($p = 0.010$). Sprinters’ first metatarsals were 2.9 mm (4.3%) longer ($p = 0.050$) and the combined length of the phalanges and metatarsal in sprinters was also significantly longer ($p = 0.019$). Sprinters’ CoR were located farther posterior relative to the tibia than the CoR of non-sprinters (figure 2 and table 2; $p < 0.001$).

(b) Contraction state during imaging
Differences in pfMA between sprinters and non-sprinters were found both from images made with the muscles at rest and from images made with contracted muscles ($p = 0.011$ and $p = 0.021$, respectively). However, significant differences in pfMA were not found between resting and contracted states for either sprinters, non-sprinters or all subjects taken together ($p = 0.133$, $p = 0.887$ and $p = 0.294$, respectively). Similarly, no significant differences in the anteroposterior or superior–inferior positions of the CoR were found between the resting and contracted states for either group or for all subjects (all $p > 0.104$).

(c) Computer simulation results
The computer model revealed substantial differences in simulated plantarflexor work as the distance from the ankle to the heel was varied while foot length was held constant. Smaller rearfoot lengths (accompanied by longer forefoot lengths) increased the force applied to the wall by the toe and prolonged toe contact (figure 4a). When the wall retreated at speeds that were consistent with the first steps of a sprint race, the foot configuration with the shortest rearfoot resulted in 3.9 times more muscle work than did the configuration with the longest rearfoot (figure 4b). At slower plantarflexion velocities consistent with walking, a shorter rearfoot also resulted in greater muscle work, but at faster velocities representative of maximal sprinting, the muscles were capable of doing only negligible amounts of work for any prescribed foot geometry.

4. DISCUSSION
The results of the present study show that there are differences in the skeletal structure of the foot and ankle between two groups of healthy human subjects with different levels of locomotor performance and which also vary in the functional demands they place on their limbs. Sprinters were found to have significantly longer forefoot bones and shorter pfMA than those of non-sprinters (table 2), confirming our hypotheses. For the first time, to our knowledge, these differences have been documented using measurements made from MR images, and differences in pfMA have been accounted for by a posterior shift of the CoR in sprinters rather than differences in the Achilles tendon path (figure 2). The results of simulations performed using a simple computer model show that the differences in foot proportions we found experimentally have the capacity to increase plantarflexor work substantially during the acceleration phase of sprinting (figure 4b). Simulations performed with shorter rearfoot lengths were found to increase muscle force by reducing muscular shortening velocities, and to increase the time of contact with the ground (figure 4a).

Our measurements of pfMA were similar to those of previous investigators who have used similar means to quantify Achilles tendon moment arms in healthy subjects. Previous studies report mean values of pfMA measured at 0° ankle flexion ranging from 48 to 60 mm and with standard deviations of 3–4.3 mm [15,22,23]. Unlike previous authors, however, we did not find differences between pfMA measured with muscles at rest and those measured with the plantarflexors contracted. Maganaris and colleagues [22] reported moment arms that were approximately 10–15 mm greater when subjects maximally contracted. The differences between the present results and those of Maganaris et al. [15] may be owing to differences in the ankle-strapping technique between the two studies. When we applied a similar technique during pilot tests, we found that it reduced the pfMA measured in the passive condition. It is also possible that these differences were owing to our subjects’ performing co-contractions of
the ankle plantarflexors and dorsiflexors rather than
plantarflexing against a support.

Our results are similar to those reported by Lee & Piazza [10]. In that study, external measurements from
the tip of the first toe to the first metatarsal head were
made to approximate toe length, and an ultrasound
probe was used to track Achilles tendon excursion
during plantarflexion. In the current study, MR imaging
was used to make direct measurements of the lengths of
the first phalanges and first metatarsal. MR-based
measurement of pfMA also permitted location of the
ankle CoR that permitted insight into the mechanism
underlying differences in moment arm. We found smaller
differences in pfMA (12% compared with 25%) than
those previously reported by Lee & Piazza [10], and
these disparities may be derived from incorrect assump-
tions related to the tendon excursion method made in
the earlier study. Computation of muscle moment arms
from tendon excursion is based on the Principle of Virtual
Work, which requires that the energy stored in the tendon
does not change during the joint rotation [24]. However, it
is not possible to maintain constant tendon force in vivo,
thus leading to measurement errors. Also, the mechanical
properties of tendons in sprinters differ from non-sprinters
[25], complicating the assessment of pfMA differences
using tendon excursion. In addition, the subjects studied
by Lee & Piazza [10] maximally contracted their plantar-
flexors during measurement of tendon excursion, which
may have resulted in additional tendon shortening with
plantarflexion among the sprinters that would have been
interpreted as a smaller moment arm.

Very few studies have investigated differences in foot
and ankle structure and how it relates to functional abil-
ities in humans. Several authors have used indirect
measurements to compare foot structure and running
economy and sprinting performance, however, none of
those investigators who measured pfMA located the
ankle CoR [10,11,26,27]. The results of the present
study reveal differences between sprinters and non-
sprinters in the anteroposterior location of the tibial and
CoR relative to the tibia. This finding raises important
questions about whether between-subject variation in
muscle moment arm is generally owing to differences
in CoR location and, if so, whether the CoR location
depends on bone shapes or if it is modulated by specific
patterns of muscle activity. We examined our sagittal
MR images to determine if there were differences in
talar dome curvature that might be expected to determine
joint kinematics [28], but we did not find any. Further
investigation is needed to identify the influence of surface
geometry and ligaments on joint kinematics and muscle
moment arms in functionally different groups.

The finding that pfMA are shorter and forefoot bones
are longer in sprinters suggests that foot proportions
may influence the capacity for acceleration. The comput-
ter simulation shows that a longer forefoot and shorter
pfMA permits the plantarflexors to do more work at
certain velocities (figure 4b). At slower velocities, this
additional work output is not likely to be of use, because
each foot proportion simulated results in muscle work
being done that was far greater than the approximately
26 J necessary for walking [19]. At higher speeds consist-
ent with the start of a sprint race, however, the model
shows that sprinter-like foot proportions convey a
substantial advantage. At speeds consistent with maximal
sprinting, our model suggests that plantarflexion occurs at
a rate too high for any positive muscular work to be done.

The plantarflexors of bipeds such as wild turkeys and wal-
labies isometrically contract during high speed running
and hopping, modulating stiffness and aiding in calcaneal
tendon energy storage and return [29,30]. Similarly, horses are able to run at high speeds with very short digi-
tal flexor muscles that facilitate energy storage and return
by extremely long tendons [31]. While we did not measure
the ground reaction force moment arms and varying pfMA necessary to compute actual gear ratios, it
is reasonable to expect that longer forefoot bones coupled with shorter pfMA would result in a larger gear
ratio. Larger gear ratios have been found to occur
during the late stance phases of accelerating human run-
ers [13] and similar differences in foot proportions have
been noted in elite animal sprinters [3,4].

There are many factors known to contribute to elite
sprint performance, and the present results do not
demonstrate that foot proportions or plantarflexor tendon
leverage is a primary determinant of sprinting ability.
Muscular strength and the proportion of fast-twitch fibres
to slow-twitch fibres are correlated with maximal running
velocity [32]. The muscle fibres of sprinters, especially
sprinters’ fast twitch fibres, have been reported to have
faster fibre conduction velocities than those of distance runners [33]. The knee extensors and plantarflexors of
sprinters are thicker, have smaller pennation angles and
longer muscle fascicles than those of distance runners and
non-sprinters [10,34,35]. Similar differences in muscle
architecture have been documented between highly skil-
led sprinters and less-skilled sprinters [36], although
Karamanidis et al. [11] failed to identify such differences
in a similar study. It is unknown how any benefits conveyed by foot and ankle structure might be compared with those
that follow from these characteristics and others.

It is unclear whether differences in foot and ankle
skeletal structure are adaptations to sprint training or her-
editary, but there is evidence that human skeletal strength and form are altered by certain forms of athletic training.
Prolonged participation in activities such as running and
gymnastics promotes increases in lower leg bone thickness and greater radii cortical areas, respectively [37,38].
Athletes involved in sports in which one hand is primarily
used, such as bowling and tennis, have thicker and denser
humeri and radii on the dominant side [39,40]. Torsion
deformation of the humerus has been documented in
handball and baseball players [41,42]. These adaptations
may function as a safety mechanism that corresponds to
increased range of motion of the throwing shoulder
[42]. Biewener & Bertram [43] documented reductions in
tibia length during development when the limbs of
chicks were denervated. However, the authors found
no differences in bone length between sedentary and exer-
cised animals. Carpenter & Carter [44] used a computer
model to simulate straightening of a congenitally bowed
tibia in response to repeated loading. It is unknown, how-
ever, if human bone lengths or muscle moment arms
adapt in similar ways in response to sport training.

Certain limitations affected our study. We were able to
perform MR scans of only eight subjects in each group.
The sprinters we tested were for the most part club
track athletes who may not be classified as ‘elite’ but who

were well trained (average training: 6.5 ± 2.8 years). We measured pFMA only for neutral ankle position and assumed that rotations of the foot relative to the tibia were represented by tibial-talar rotation. Another limitation is that, like those of previous authors [15] who measured Achilles tendon moment arms, our analysis was two-dimensional. The axis of tibial-talar rotation, however, is known to vary in its location and orientation throughout plantarflexion [45], and rotations out of the sagittal plane could not be accounted for using our planar imaging techniques. The simplified ankle joint and muscle-tendon geometry in our computer model caused pFMA to decrease with plantarflexion; a more complex model might have incorporated a mechanism by which pFMA would remain constant or increase slightly with plantarflexion—behaviour that has been reported in vivo [15].

The results of the present study are significant because they are the first indication that variation in the location of the CoR are responsible for differences in joint leverage between functionally different but otherwise healthy groups of humans. Our simple computer simulations show that foot proportions consistent with the pFMA and forefoot bone lengths we measured provide considerable advantages to those with ‘sprinter-like’ foot proportions consistent with the pFMA and sprint performance. Gait Posture 34, 138–141. (doi:10.1016/j.gaitpost.2011.03.009)


